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We introduceand investigate input-revolvingﬁniteautomata,whichare (nondeterministic)
ﬁnite state automata with the additional ability to shift the remaining part of the input.
Three different modes of shifting are considered, namely revolving to the left, revolving to
the right, and circular-interchanging. We investigate the computational capacities of these
three types of automata and their deterministic variants, comparing any of the six classes of
automata with each other and with further classes of well-known automata. In particular,
it is shown that nondeterminism is better than determinism, that is, for all three modes of
shifting there is a language accepted by the nondeterministic model but not accepted by
any deterministic automaton of the same type. Concerning the closure properties most of
the deterministic language families studied are not closed under standard operations. For
example, we show that the family of languages accepted by deterministic right-revolving
ﬁnite automata is an anti-AFL which is not closed under reversal and intersection.
© 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Finite state automata are probably best known for capturing the family of regular languages. These machines have been
intensively studied andmoreover, have been extended in several different ways. The various classes of automata obtained by
those extensions mainly differ in the resources of which they maymake use during the computations. Typical resources are,
for example, storages such as pushdown tapes [6], stack tapes [9], or Turing tapes, nondeterminism [15], or alternation [5]. For
a more detailed discussion of machines and languages from an automata theoretical point of view see [8]. The investigations
in [8] led to a rich theory of abstract families of automata, which is the equivalent to the theory of abstract families of
languages. For the deﬁnition of an abstract family of languages (abbreviated AFL) we refer to [16].
In several recent papers, see [1–4], ﬁnite state machines have been extended in quite a different manner. The models
considered there, called extended ﬁnite automata, are (nondeterministic) ﬁnite state machines which are enriched with
the ability to apply a string operation on the part of the input that has not been consumed yet. Extended ﬁnite automata
are inspired by the model of ﬂip pushdown automata [17] which can ﬂip the contents of their pushdown stores in certain
conﬁgurations. The authors in [11] showed that k + 1 pushdown-ﬂips are better than k, and established an interrelation
between the pushdown-ﬂips and reversal operations on the unprocessed input of a ﬂip pushdown automaton. This useful
link between storage operations on the one hand and operations on the unread part of the input on the other hand brought
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up the idea of extended ﬁnite automata as the simplest model for investigating typical input operations for themselves.
In [3], both pushdown and ﬁnite automata with input-reversal operations have been studied. It is worth mentioning that
input-reversal pushdownautomatahavebeen shown tobedeeply linked also to controlled linear context-free languages [10],
leading to an alternative characterization of Khabbaz hierarchy of languages [13,14].
Succeedingly, in [2,4], also shift operationson theunreadpart of the inputwordhavebeen taken into consideration,mainly
providing results about the computational power—compared with each other andmore classical classes of automata—in the
nondeterministic case. Recently, the deterministic variants of ﬁnite state automata extended by either input reversal or one
of the shift operations were considered [1].
Those input-revolving ﬁnite automata seem to be of interest in another way. There are obvious similarities between the
models considered in the present paper and the linguistically motivated forgetting automata (see, for example [12]). In both
concepts, there is just a ﬁnite control, but (parts of) the input can be read several times. Forgetting automata can repeatedly
scan the input from left to right and erase or delete some symbols during every such cycle. Nevertheless it is not expected
that the results are very similar, since forgetting automata use endmarkers at the beginning and the end of the input, which
are not present in extended ﬁnite automata.
The present paper systematically investigates nondeterministic and deterministic extended ﬁnite state automata with
several shift operations, namely left-revolving, right-revolving, and circular-interchanging operations. Moreover, the natural
generalization to bi-revolving ﬁnite automata is considered, where both left- and right-revolving steps may be performed.
Many results which have been presented in the forerunner papers [1–4] are surveyed and extended by various new results,
leading to a complete characterization of the computational capabilities of all the extended ﬁnite automata with circular
shift operations.
The paper is organized as follows: The next section contains preliminaries and basics on revolving ﬁnite automata, where
the deﬁnitions are illustrated by some examples. Here also the role of λ-transitions is determined. Then, in Section 3, the
computational capacities of the extended ﬁnite automata under consideration are compared with that of other well-known
language accepting devices. We show that the circular-interchanging operation does not increase the computational power
of ﬁnite state automata, even if the number of interchanging operations is unbounded. The same result is obtained for the
left- and right-revolving operations if the number of applications allowed is bounded by an arbitrary constant. An unbounded
numberof theseoperations leads to language families that areproperly contained in the familyof context-sensitive languages,
are incomparable with the family of context-free languages, and are strict supersets of the family of regular languages.
In the next section, the ﬁnite state automata extended by different circular shift operations are compared with each
other in more detail, in particular, exploring the deterministic versus the nondeterministic variants. The investigations on
the computational capabilities of the extended ﬁnite automata is rounded off in the ﬁnal section by discussing closure and
non-closureproperties of the corresponding families of languagesunder standard languageoperations. It turns out that right-
revolving deterministic ﬁnite automata form a non-reversal and non-intersection closed anti-AFL, what is surprising for a
language class deﬁned by a deterministic automaton model. Although anti-AFLs are sometimes referred to an “unfortunate
family of languages” there is linguistical evidence that such language families might be of crucial importance, since in [7] it
was shown that the family of natural languages is an anti-AFL. Hence the question for uncommon automata models such as,
e.g., deterministic revolving ﬁnite automata, that induce anti-AFLs seem to be worth to consider.
2. Deﬁnitions and preliminaries
We denote the powerset of a set S by 2S . The empty word is denoted by λ, the reversal of a word w by wR, and for the
length ofwwewrite |w|. For the number of occurrences of a symbol a inwwe use the notation |w|a. We use⊆ for inclusions
and ⊂ for strict inclusions.
In the following, we consider ﬁnite automata with the ability to shift the unread input circularly. We may start with a
uniform deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 1. A (nondeterministic) extended ﬁnite automaton is a 6-tuple A = (Q ,, δ,, q0, F), where Q is a ﬁnite set of
states,  is the input alphabet, δ and  are mappings from Q × ( ∪ {λ}) to 2Q , where δ is called the transition function,
and is called the input operation function, q0 ∈ Q is the initial state, and F ⊆ Q is the set of accepting states. Furthermore,
A is said to be λ-free, if both δ and  are mappings from Q ×  to 2Q .
The different operations on the input are formally distinguished by different interpretations of the mapping . To this
end, we consider conﬁgurations of extended ﬁnite automata to be tuples (q,w), where q ∈ Q is the current state, andw ∈ *
is the yet unread part of the input. The transition of a conﬁguration into a successor conﬁguration can be induced by either δ
or .
1. Let a be in  ∪ {λ} and w in *. If p is in δ(q, a), then (q, aw) A (p,w). Those transitions are referred to as ordinary
transitions.
2. An input operation is performed by applying themapping. Concise formal deﬁnitions of the different possible interpre-
tations of are given as follows (cf. Fig. 1). The precise interpretation depends on the type of the automaton in question.
For a ∈  ∪ {λ}, b, c ∈ , w ∈ *, and p in (q, a),
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Fig. 1. Input operations.
(a) a left-revolving transition is deﬁned by (q, a) A (p, a) and (q, awb) A (p, baw),
(b) a right-revolving transition is deﬁned by (q, aw) A (p,wa), if a ∈ , and (q, bw) A (p,wb) and (q, λ) A (p, λ), if
a = λ, and
(c) a circular-interchanging transition is deﬁned by (q, a) A (p, a) and (q, awb) A (p, bwa), if a ∈ , and (q, cwb) A
(p, bwc) and (q, λ) A (p, λ), if a = λ.
The corresponding transitions are referred to as revolving transitions. Note that the formal deﬁnitions involve both λ-
transitions (that is “blind” input operations) and those depending on the input symbol which is currently read. Especially, for
any operation, if p ∈ (q, λ), then (q, λ) A (p, λ). For any extendedﬁnite automaton,whenever there is a choice between an
ordinary or a revolving transition, the automatonnondeterministically chooses the nextmove. A deterministic extendedﬁnite
automaton is an extended ﬁnite automaton for which there is at most one choice of action for any possible conﬁguration.
This includes a unique interpretation of the mapping .
As usual, the reﬂexive transitive closure ofA is denoted by*A. The subscript Awill be dropped fromA and*A whenever
the meaning remains clear.
A nondeterministic extended ﬁnite automaton (Q ,, δ,, q0, F) whose input operation function is interpreted as left-
revolving, right-revolving, or circular-interchanging is called a left-revolving (lr-NFA), right-revolving (rr-NFA), or circular-
interchanging ﬁnite automaton (ci-NFA). The corresponding deterministic types of automata are abbreviated lr-DFA, rr-DFA,
and ci-DFA. As a natural generalization we also consider bi-revolving ﬁnite automata, where both left- and right-revolving
transitions are possible. Formally, a 7-tuple A = (Q ,, δ,,r , q0, F) is a nondeterministic bi-revolving ﬁnite automaton
(bi-NFA), where (Q ,, δ,, q0, F) is a nondeterministic left-revolving and (Q ,, δ,r , q0, F) is a nondeterministic right-
revolving ﬁnite automaton. The corresponding deterministic bi-revolving automaton is abbreviated bi-DFA. Whenever we
refer to an automaton as revolving ﬁnite automaton it is either left-, right-, bi-revolving, or circular-interchanging.
Let k be a non-negative integer. We deﬁne the language accepted with at most k non-ordinary steps to be
Lk(A) = {w ∈ * | (q0,w) *A (q, λ) with at most k non-ordinary steps and q ∈ F }.
If the number of non-ordinary steps is not bounded, the language accepted is analogously deﬁned as above and denoted
by L(A). We denote the family of languages accepted by devices of type X by L(X).
In order to clarify our notation we give some examples.
Example 2. Let A = (Q , {a, b, c}, δ,, q0, {q0}) be a deterministic revolving ﬁnite automatonwith state setQ = {q0, qab, qac ,
qbc , qa, qb, qc}, where
1. δ(q0, a) = qbc 8. δ(qab, a) = qb 15. (qb, a) = qb
2. δ(qbc , b) = qc 9. δ(qab, b) = qa 16. (qb, c) = qb
3. δ(qbc , c) = qb 10. δ(qa, a) = q0 17. (qc , a) = qc
4. δ(q0, b) = qac 11. δ(qb, b) = q0 18. (qc , b) = qc
5. δ(qac , a) = qc 12. δ(qc , c) = q0 19. (qab, c) = qab
6. δ(qac , c) = qa 13. (qa, b) = qa 20. (qac , b) = qac
7. δ(q0, c) = qab 14. (qa, c) = qa 21. (qbc , a) = qbc
Interpreted as either rr-DFA or lr-DFA the automaton A accepts the non-context-free language {w ∈ {a, b, c}* | |w|a =|w|b = |w|c } with an unbounded number of non-ordinary steps.
From state q0, automaton A tries to read three different symbols consecutively. It uses the transitions 1–12 to store the
currently missing symbols in its ﬁnite control in order to search for it. Being in a search state, all non-matching symbols are
shifted by the transitions 13–21. Thus, the input satisﬁes the property |w|a = |w|b = |w|c when the automaton reaches the
accepting state.
It is straightforward to generalize the construction to an arbitrary number of symbols. That is, for any i ≥ 2, the language
{w ∈ {a1, a2, . . . , ai}* | |w|a1 = |w|a2 = · · · = |w|ai }
is accepted by some rr-DFA and lr-DFA.
By the example given above the families induced by left-, right-, and bi-revolving deterministic and nondeterministic
ﬁnite automata form a strict superset of the family of regular languages REG.
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Example 3. The linear context-free language L = {wwR | w ∈ {a, b}* } is accepted by the left-revolving automaton A =
(Q , {a, b}, δ,, q0, {q0}) with Q = {q0, qa, qb, q′a, q′b}, where
1. δ(q0, a) = {qa} 4. δ(q′b, b) = {q0} 7. (qb, a) = {q′b}
2. δ(q0, b) = {qb} 5. (qa, a) = {q′a} 8. (qb, b) = {q′b}
3. δ(q′a, a) = {q0} 6. (qa, b) = {q′a}
The transitions 1 and 2 allow A to store the currently read input letter in the ﬁnite control in order to search for a
corresponding mate letter, which must be at the end of the input word. Then with transitions 5 through 8 the letter at the
end of the input is revolved to the left, and with transitions 3 and 4 it is veriﬁed. Then the search process is started all over
again.
It is straightforward to modify the construction such that the deterministic linear context-free language L = {wcwR |
w ∈ {a, b}* } is accepted by some deterministic left-revolving automaton.
The next example is similar to Example 2 but, in addition, the words belonging to the language have a simple structure.
In the sequel it turns out that this makes an important difference.
Example 4. The context-free language { anbn | n ≥ 0 } is accepted by the deterministic left-revolving automaton A =
(Q , {a, b}, δ,, q0, {q0}) with Q = {q0, qb, q′b}, where
1. δ(q0, a) = qb 2. δ(q′b, b) = q0 3. (qb, λ) = q′b
By similar arguments as above one observes, that the considered automaton accepts the aforementioned context-free
language.
The deﬁnition of deterministic extended ﬁnite automata allowsλ-transitions of δ aswell as of. They have been included
for the sake of compatibility and convenience, since often constructive proofs are much more readable if λ-transitions are
used. In the remainder of this section we prove that λ-moves do not increase the computational power of revolving ﬁnite
automata, regardless whether the underlying device is deterministic or nondeterministic.
Theorem 5. Let k be a non-negative integer. For a nondeterministic revolving ﬁnite automaton A of any type, one can construct a
λ-free revolving ﬁnite automaton B of the same type, such that Lk(A) = Lk(B). If A is deterministic, so is B. The statements remain
true if an unbounded number of revolving steps is allowed.
Proof. We give the proof for bi-revolving ﬁnite automata. The proof for the other types of revolving ﬁnite automata is given
by the same construction, when we let  =  = r and ′ = ′ = ′r .
Let A = (Q ,, δ,,r , q0, F) be a bi-NFA. When considering a bounded number of ordinary transitions, i.e., looking
at the language Lk(A), we may assume without loss of generality that every computation of A obeys the property that
at most k non-ordinary steps can be done. This can be achieved easily by deﬁning a revolving automaton with state set
Q × {0, 1, . . . , k}, transition function that maps (q, i) and a in  ∪ {λ} to δ(q, a) × {i}, for 0 ≤ i ≤ k, left-revolving (right-
revolving, respectively) input operation function that maps (q, i) and a in ∪ {λ} to(q, a) × {i + 1} (r(q, a) × {i + 1},
respectively), for 0 ≤ i < k, and ﬁnal set of states F × {0, 1, . . . , k}. If A is deterministic, then so is the constructed device.
Obviously, the constructed automaton is language equivalent and satisﬁes the aforementioned property on the number of
revolving operations on each possible computation. Thus, we may assume that automaton A has the desired property.
For elimination of theλ-transitions from Aweproceed in two steps: (1) Elimination of theλ-steps in revolving transitions
and (2) elimination of λ-steps in ordinary transitions. The ﬁrst step is done as follows: Deﬁne the revolving ﬁnite automaton
B = (Q ,, δ,′,′r , q0, F ′), where the revolving transitions are given by
1. ′(q, a) = (q, a) ∪ (q, λ), for all q ∈ Q and a ∈ , and
2. ′r(q, a) = r(q, a) ∪ r(q, λ), for all q ∈ Q and a ∈ .
Moreover, the ﬁnal states have to be adapted in order to deal with the fact that the original automaton A may accepted an
empty input λwith ordinary and non-ordinary, i.e., revolving, transitions at the end of the computation. So, for any p ∈ Q , let
p = { q ∈ Q | (p, λ) *A (q, λ) } be the set of all states that are reachable from some state p by λ-transitions only. Then we
set F ′ = F ∪ { p ∈ Q | p ∩ F /= ∅ }. It is easy to see that B is language equivalent to A, i.e., Lk(B) = Lk(A). Here the property
that A performs at most k non-ordinary transitions is important to assure that the given construction works correctly.
One can also show that L(B) = L(A) holds. Moreover, one observes that B is deterministic if A is deterministic, because
whenever either (p, λ) or r(p, λ) is deﬁned—here the or is meant exclusively—then no other choice of action (ordinary
move or other revolving input operation on empty or and non-empty input) is possible.
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For the second step in our constructionwemay now safely assume that the bi-revolving ﬁnite automaton A obeys that the
input operation functions andr are λ-free. We construct B = (Q ,, δ′,′,′r , q0, F) as follows. The non-λ-transitions
of B are deﬁned to be the non-λ-transitions of A, and all ordinary λ-transitions of A that appear on non-empty input are
replaced appropriately. To this end, in the nondeterministic case for all q ∈ Q and all a ∈  we set
δ′(q, a) = δ(q, a) ∪ ⋃
p∈clλ({q})
δ(p, a),
and moreover
′(q, a)=(q, a) ∪
⋃
p∈clλ({q})
(p, a)
and
′r(q, a)=r(q, a) ∪
⋃
p∈clλ({q})
r(p, a),
where the λ-closure for any set of states S ⊆ Q is deﬁned to be
clλ(S) = { p ∈ Q | (q, λ) *A (p, λ) for some q ∈ S }.
Note that the λ-closure of any set S ⊆ Q can effectively be constructed with the help of a standard technique in formal
language theory. In case A is deterministic, we can assume without loss of generality that no λ-cycles appear, that is, for
all states p there is a unique state pˆ, such that (p, λ) *A (pˆ, λ) with ordinary transitions only and δ(pˆ, λ) is undeﬁned. Note
that pˆ = p holds if δ(p, λ) is undeﬁned. Now, for all p ∈ Q and all a ∈ , we set δ′(p, a) = δ(pˆ, a), if δ(pˆ, a) is deﬁned,
′(p, a) = (pˆ, a), if (pˆ, a) is deﬁned, and ′r(p, a) = r(pˆ, a), if r(pˆ, a) is deﬁned. These transitions do not violate
the determinism of B since, for any a ∈ , neither δ(p, a) nor (p, a) is deﬁned if δ(p, λ) is deﬁned.
So far, B can simulate λ-transitions of A that appear on non-empty input. But there may be ordinary λ-transitions at the
end of the computation when the whole input has been consumed. Similarly as above we can overcome the problem by
adjusting the set of accepting states, since λ-transitions at the end of the computation can only change the states ﬁnally
reachable. Thus we set F ′ = F ∪ { p ∈ Q | p ∩ F /= ∅ }, where p is deﬁned above. It is an easy exercise to verify that A
and B accept the same language, i.e., Lk(B) = Lk(A) and L(B) = L(A). This proves the stated claim on the λ-free normal-form
for revolving ﬁnite automata of any type, regardless whether the automaton is deterministic or nondeterministic. 
3. Computational capacity
This section is devoted to some basic results on revolving ﬁnite automata that reveal, roughly, the positions of their
families of accepted languages in the Chomsky hierarchy. The results, together with those obtained in the next section, are
summarized in Fig. 2 (see Section 4). Our ﬁrst results concern the bottom of the hierarchy. Clearly, every regular language is
accepted by any type of revolving automaton in question. The following theorem shows that providing ﬁnite automata with
an unbounded number of circular-interchanging operations does not increase their computational capacity.
Theorem 6. For any language L the following three statements are equivalent:
1. Language L is regular.
2. Language L is accepted by some deterministic circular-interchanging ﬁnite automaton.
3. Language L is accepted by some nondeterministic circular-interchanging ﬁnite automaton.
Proof. As any regular language is accepted by a deterministic ﬁnite state automaton and any deterministic ﬁnite state
automaton can be viewed as a ci-DFA, which in turn is a particular ci-NFA, it is only left to prove that any ci-NFA accepts a
regular language. Given a ci-NFA, we argue as follows.
Whenever some ci-NFA performs a circular-interchanging operation it interchanges the currently read and the last letter
in the input. So, once the last letter is known, a simulating automaton can remember the current last letter in its ﬁnite
control in order to behave correctly. Moreover, initially, the last input letter can be guessed and, ﬁnally, the guess can be
veriﬁed. Formally, let A = (Q ,, δ,, q0, F) be a λ-free ci-NFA. A language equivalent nondeterministic ﬁnite automaton
B = (Q ′,, δ′, q′0, F ′) that may perform λ-moves is constructed as follows.
Let Qˆ = { qa | q ∈ Q , a ∈  } and let Q˜ be a copy of Q disjoint from both Q and Qˆ . Set Q ′ =
(
(Q ∪ Qˆ) ×  × 
)
∪
{q′0} ∪ Q˜ and F ′ = { q˜ ∈ Q˜ | q ∈ F }. The transition function δ′ is speciﬁed as follows:
1. δ′(q′0, λ) = { (q0, c, c) | c ∈  }
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2. For all q ∈ Q , a, b, c ∈ , let δ′((q, a, c), b) ⊇ { (p, a, c) | p ∈ δ(q, b) }.
3. For all q ∈ Q , a, c ∈ , let δ′((q, c, c), c) ⊇ { p˜ | p ∈ δ(q, c) }.
4. For all q ∈ Q , a, b, c ∈ , let δ′((q, a, c), b) ⊇ { (pa, b, c) | p ∈ (q, b) }.
5. For all qa ∈ Qˆ , a, b, c ∈ , let δ′((qa, b, c), λ) ⊇ { (pb, a, c) | p ∈ (q, a) }.
6. For all qa ∈ Qˆ , a, b, c ∈ , let δ′((qa, b, c), λ) ⊇ { (p, b, c) | p ∈ δ(q, a) }.
No further transitions than listed above are contained in δ′.
In the states of the form (q, a, c), q represents the current state of A, the second component a stores the input letter
which would become leftmost after a circular-interchanging operation was applied, whereas the third component c serves
for memorizing the initially guessed last input letter. Transitions of type 1 implement the initial guess of the last input letter.
Subsequently, ordinary moves of A are simulated by transitions of type 2. The last move in any accepting computation has
to be an ordinary one. Transitions of type 3 switch to states from Q˜ if the currently read input letter matches the initially
guessed last input letter. Since subsequently the computation is blocked and due to the construction of F ′, they implement
the veriﬁcation of the guess. Any transition of type 4 simulates a circular-interchanging operation. If this is followed by
further circular-interchanging operations, then the interchanged letters remain the same (simulated by transitions of type 5)
until an ordinary transition is applied (simulated by transitions of type 6). Note that after a simulated circular-interchanging
operation the currently read input letter has to be remembered as the new last letter, whereas the formerly remembered
last input letter becomes the letter for the next transition. 
So, ci-NFA are yet another characterization of the regular languages. In general, the situation is completely different for
left-, right-, and bi-revolving ﬁnite automata. But in the speciﬁc case where the number of operations is bounded by an
arbitrary constant, again, the computational power is not increased.
Theorem 7. Let k be a non-negative integer. A language L is accepted by a revolving ﬁnite automaton A with at most k revolving
steps, that is, Lk(A) = L, if and only if L is regular.
Proof. For ci-NFA the statement holds by Theorem 6. Since lr-NFA and rr-NFA are particular types of bi-NFA, it is sufﬁcient
to provide the proof for bi-NFA.
The implication from right to left is immediate. Conversely, we argue as follows: Let A = (Q ,, δ,,r , q0, F) be a
bi-NFA. Without loss of generality we may assume that A is λ-free. Obviously, Lk(A) = ⋃ki=0 L=i(A), where L=i(A) is the
set of words accepted by A with exactly i non-ordinary steps. Observe, that L0(A) = L=0(A). In order to show that Lk(A) is
regular, it sufﬁces to prove that each of the L=i(A) are regular. By induction on iwe show that the language L=i(A) is regular.
If i = 0 the statement is obviously true. Now consider a word w in L=i+1(A). Then the ﬁrst revolving step on w is a left- or
right-revolvingmove. In the former caseweﬁnd a decompositionw = ua orw = uavbwith u, v ∈ * and a, b ∈  such that
(q0,w) = (q0, ua) *A (q, a) A (p, a) *A (qf , λ),
where (q0, ua) *A (q, a) is a computation without any revolving move, p ∈ (q, a), and (p, a) *A (qf , λ) is a computation
with exactly i revolving moves, and qf ∈ F , or
(q0,w) = (q0, uavb) *A (q, avb) A (p, bav) *A (qf , λ),
where (q0, uavb) *A (q, avb) is a computation without any revolving move, p ∈ (q, a), and (p, bav) *A (qf , λ) is a com-
putation with exactly i revolving moves, and qf ∈ F . In the latter case, that is, the right-revolving move, the decomposition
of w reads as w = uav with u, v ∈ * and a ∈  such that
(q0,w) = (q0, uav) *A (q, av) A (p, va) *A (qf , λ),
where (q0, uav) *A (q, a) is a computationwithout any revolvingmove, p ∈ r(q, a), and (p, va) *A (qf , λ) is a computation
with exactly i revolving moves, and qf ∈ F . Thus, the language L=i+1(A) can be expressed as the union of the following
languages:
L1,1=
⋃
q∈Q
⋃
a∈
⋃
p∈(q,a)
L0(Aq0,q) · { a ∈  | a ∈ L=i(Ap,qf ) with qf ∈ F },
L1,2=
⋃
q∈Q
⋃
a,b∈
⋃
p∈(q,a)
L0(Aq0,q) ·
a · { v ∈ * | bav ∈ L=i(Ap,qf ) with qf ∈ F } · b,
and
L2 =
⋃
q∈Q
⋃
a∈
⋃
p∈r(q,a)
L0(Aq0,q) · a · { v ∈ * | va ∈ L=i(Ap,qf ) with qf ∈ F },
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where Ap,q = (Q ,, δ,,r , p, {q}) is the bi-revolving ﬁnite automaton deﬁned from A. Then by induction hypothesis,
all sets involved are regular. Since regular sets are closed under concatenation and left- and right-quotient, it follows that
language L=i+1(A) is regular, too. 
Whenever the number of revolving moves is not restricted to be constant, then we ﬁnd the following upper bound.
Theorem 8. Every language accepted by a nondeterministic (deterministic) revolving ﬁnite state automaton belongs to both
complexity classes NTIME(n2) (DTIME(n2)) and NSPACE(n) (DSPACE(n)).
Proof. The statement follows by a straightforward simulation of a (nondeterministic) revolving ﬁnite automaton A by a
(nondeterministic) linear space-bounded Turing machine that obeys a quadratic time bound. The space-bound is obvious.
For the time-bound we consider an accepting computation of A on an input of length n. Let s be the number of states of A.
The input head may stay at most s · n time steps on one input tape cell, otherwise the computation would run into cycles.
Therefore, there is an accepting computation that obeys a time-bound of O(n2). 
Obviously, unary languages accepted by revolving ﬁnite automata are regular since neither left- nor right-revolvingmoves
change the remaining part of the input. Therefore, non-ordinarymoves can be placed by appropriateλ-moves.More formally
the statement reads as follows:
Theorem 9. A unary language L is accepted by a revolving ﬁnite automaton if and only if L is regular.
An immediate consequence is that the inclusions of Theorem 8 are proper, since the non-regular language { an2 | n ≥ 1 }
belongs to the intersectionDTIME(n) ∩ DSPACE(n). In particular, the inclusions in the context-sensitive languages areproper.
Once it is known that all regular languages are accepted by revolving ﬁnite automata, there is a natural question for better
lower bounds in terms of known language families. A proper superclass of regular languages is the family of deterministic
context-free languages (DCFL). Though all types of revolving ﬁnite automata except ci-NFA and ci-DFA accept non-context-
free languages (cf. Example 2), none of them can accept all languages from DCFL.
Theorem 10. There is a deterministic context-free language, which cannot be accepted by any nondeterministic left-, right-, or
bi-revolving ﬁnite automaton.
Proof. Consider the language L = { bmambanbn | m, n ≥ 1 } which is deterministic context-free. Assume that there is a
bi-NFA A = (Q ,, δ,,r , q0, F) accepting L. Let |Q | = n and consider the ﬁrst n transitions of an accepting computation
of A on input bn+1an+1ba2nb2n. Without loss of generality, wemay assume that A isλ-free and that the computation contains
no (useless) loops. The ﬁrst n transitions may be ordinary reading transitions, or left- or right-revolving transitions in any
ordering. In any case, only symbols b are affected. By the pigeonhole principle, at least one state of Q , say p, is repeated,
say in steps i and j, where i < j ≤ n. Assume that until step i there occur k1 reading transitions, 1 left-revolving and r1
right-revolving transitions. Set c1 = 1 − r1 to be the difference of the number of b’s that are revolved from the sufﬁx to the
preﬁx and vice versa. Accordingly, from step i to step j let k2 be the number of occurring reading transitions, 2 be the number
of left-revolving and r2 be the number of right-revolving transitions. Set c2 = 2 − r2. Clearly, c1 and c2 can be negative
numbers. Observe, that k1 + r1 + 1 + k2 + r2 + 2 ≤ n.
Thus, we have a computation
(q0, b
n+1an+1ba2nb2n) *A (p, bn+1+c1−k1an+1ba2nb2n−c1) *A
(p, bn+1+c1−k1+c2−k2an+1ba2nb2n−c1−c2) *A (qf , λ)
where qf ∈ F . We conclude c2 = 0. Otherwise, the computation
(q0, b
n+1+c2−k2an+1ba2nb2n−c2) *A
(p, bn+1+c2−k2+c1−k1an+1ba2nb2n−c2−c1) *A (qf , λ)
accepts a word not in L. For similar reasons we conclude c2 − k2 = 0 which in turn implies k2 = 0. Together this is a
contradiction to the assumption, since it follows either i = j or A loops. 
Corollary 11. The families DCFL and CFL are incomparable with each of the families of languages accepted by nondeterministic
or deterministic left-, right-, or bi-revolving ﬁnite automata.
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The next theorem shows that for nondeterministic left-revolving ﬁnite automata we can improve the lower bound given
by regular languages by showing that every linear context-free language can be accepted.
Theorem 12. Let L be a linear context-free language. Then L is accepted by a nondeterministic left-revolving ﬁnite automaton.
Proof. Let G = (N, T , P, S) be a linear context-free grammar in normal-form, that is, every production is either of the form
A → a, A → aB, or A → Ba, for A, B ∈ N, B = S and a ∈ T . Additionally, S → λ is admitted, if λ ∈ L(G). We construct a left-
revolving ﬁnite automaton A = (Q , T , δ,, S, F), where Q = N ∪ { A′ | A ∈ N } ∪ {} the union being disjoint, F = {}, if
λ /∈ L(G), and F = {, S}, if λ ∈ L(G), and δ and  are speciﬁed as follows: For every A in N and a in T let
δ(A, a)={ B ∈ N | (A → aB) ∈ P } ∪ { | (A → a) ∈ P }
and
δ(A′, a)={ B ∈ N | (A → Ba) ∈ P }.
Moreover, for every A in N and a in T deﬁne (A, a) = {A′}.
Except for the fact that S serves as initial state it is unreachable. Hence, λ ∈ T(A) if and only if λ ∈ L(G). By easy means
one observes that
A ⇒ aB if and only if (A, au) A (B, u)
and
A ⇒ Ba if and only if (A, ua) A (A′, au) A (B, u)
for A, B ∈ N, a ∈ T , and u ∈ T*. Similar statements are valid in case of termination. This immediately implies that every
word generated by the linear context-free grammar G is accepted by the left-revolving automaton A and vice versa. Thus
L(G) = L(A). 
By Example 2, the above given inclusion is strict, since the non-linear context-free language L = {w ∈ {a, b}* | |w|a= |w|b } is accepted by a left-revolving ﬁnite automaton. Thus, we have shown the following corollary.
Corollary 13. The family of linear context-free languages is properly included in the family L(lr-NFA).
The situation of Theorem 12 does not carry over to the deterministic case. A proper subfamily of the linear context-free
languages is the family of languages accepted by deterministic one-turn pushdown automata. We denote this family DLIN.
Thoughdeterministic bi-revolving ﬁnite automata accept rather complicated non-context-free languages, they cannot accept
all languages from DLIN.
Theorem 14. Let L′ = {wcwR | w ∈ {a, b}* }. The deterministic linear context-free language L = L′ ∪ L′{b}{a, b}* is not ac-
cepted by any bi-DFA.
Proof. In contrast to the assertion assume that L is accepted by some bi-DFA A = (Q ,, δ,, q0, F)with n states. According
to Theorem 5 we may assume A to be λ-free. The word w1 = a2nca2nbna2n belongs to L. Due to the choice of n, there is an
accepting computation such that some state q appears at least twice while A reads a’s only, say
(q0,w1) * (q,w′1) + (q,w
′′
1) * (qf , λ),
where q ∈ Q , qf ∈ F . Moreover, we can derivew′1 /= w′′1, and A has consumed at most n symbols a each while computingw′1
from w1 and w
′′
1 from w
′
1, that is, |w1| − |w′1| ≤ n and |w′1| − |w′′1| ≤ n.
Let A consume some 0 ≤ i ≤ n symbols while computingw′1 fromw1. Dependent onwhether A performsmore left- than
right-revolving steps or vice versa, we obtain w′1 = a2n−i+jca2nbna2n−j or w′1 = a2n−i−jca2nbna2n+j , for some 0 ≤ j ≤ n.
Similarly, we have the four cases
1. w
′′
1 = a2n−i+j−+mca2nbna2n−j−m,
2. w
′′
1 = a2n−i+j−−mca2nbna2n−j+m,
3. w
′′
1 = a2n−i−j−+mca2nbna2n+j−m, or
4. w
′′
1 = a2n−i−j−−mca2nbna2n+j+m,
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for some 0 ≤ ,m ≤ n. We conclude that there is an accepting computation
1. (q0, a
2n−+mca2nbna2n−m) * (q, a2n−+m−i+jca2nbna2n−m−j) * (qf , λ),
2. (q0, a
2n−−mca2nbna2n+m) * (q, a2n−−m−i+jca2nbna2n+m−j) * (qf , λ),
3. (q0, a
2n−+mca2nbna2n−m) * (q, a2n−+m−i−jca2nbna2n−m+j) * (qf , λ), or
4. (q0, a
2n−−mca2nbna2n+m) * (q, a2n−−m−i−jca2nbna2n+m+j) * (qf , λ).
Both computations 2 and 4 imply  = m = 0, which is a contradiction since w′1 /= w′′1.
Both computations 1 and3 imply = m. In addition,w′1 /= w′′1 implies + m > 0, andwederivem > 0.Nowweconsider
the word w2 = a2nca2n that belongs to L. Since A is deterministic, the accepting computation on w2 is either
(q0,w2) * (q, a2n−i+jca2n−j) * (q, a2n−i+j−+mca2n−j−m) * (q′f , λ),
or
(q0,w2) * (q, a2n−i−jca2n+j) * (q, a2n−i−j−+mca2n+j−m) * (q′f , λ),
where q′f ∈ F . Moreover, we obtain one of the computations
(q0, a
2n−+mca2n−m) * (q, a2n−+m−i+jca2n−m−j) * (q′f , λ)
or
(q0, a
2n−+mca2n−m) * (q, a2n−+m−i−jca2n−m+j) * (q′f , λ).
Since  = m andm > 0 the accepted input a2nca2n−m does not belong to L, which is a contradiction for the computations 1
and 3. 
Theorem 14 together with Example 2 implies the following incomparability results.
Corollary 15. The families DLIN and LIN are incomparable with each of the families of languages deﬁned by deterministic left-,
right-, or bi-revolving ﬁnite automata.
In order to complete the comparison of the language families in question with the well-known families of the Chomsky-
hierarchy, we compare DLIN with the nondeterministic families that do not contain DLIN.
Theorem 16. The deterministic linear context-free language L = { anbn | n ≥ 0 } is not accepted by any rr-NFA.
Proof. Assume that L is accepted by a λ-free nondeterministic right-revolving ﬁnite automaton A = (Q , {a, b}, δ,, q0, F).
The proof is done in two steps: Let n = |Q |. First we show that the number of ordinary steps reading a sequence of a’s
between two consecutive revolving moves is bounded by n. This is obvious, because otherwise one state is repeated at least
once due to the pigeon hole principle. Thus, cutting this loop leads to a valid computation. Therefore, whenever the original
word is accepted, also the new word induced by the cut loop is also accepted. Since after the cutting the number of a’s is
not equal to the number of b’s on the input the automaton accepts a word not of the appropriate form. Therefore, in the
forthcoming we may assume that the automaton A fulﬁlls the above mentioned property.
Second, consider anaccepting computationof the right-revolving automatonAon inputw = an(n+1)+1bn(n+1)+1. Because
of the above mentioned fact, there are at least n + 1 positions where a right-revolving move is started by reading a letter a.
Because of the pigeon hole principle we ﬁnd a state, say p, which appears at least twice. Thus, starting the computation in
stateq0 with inputw, theﬁrst appearanceof statep is reachedby iordinarymoves and j right-revolvingmoves (inter-winded),
with 0 ≤ j < n + 1. Hence we have
(q0,w) = (q0, an(n+1)+1bn(n+1)+1) *A (p, an(n+1)+1−i−jbn(n+1)+1aj).
Then from the latter conﬁguration state p is reached a second time by k ordinary moves and  right-revolving moves
(inter-winded) with 1 ≤  ≤ (n + 1) − j. Therefore we ﬁnd
(p, an(n+1)+1−i−jbn(n+1)+1aj) *A (p, an(n+1)+1−i−j−k−bn(n+1)+1aja).
Since we are considering an accepting conﬁguration, there is a state qf ∈ F such that
(p, an(n+1)+1−i−j−k−bn(n+1)+1aj+) *A (qf , λ).
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Observe, that j +  ≤ (n + 1) and i + j + k +  ≤ n(n + 1). Nowwe can fool the automaton A by constructing an accepting
computation for the word
w′ = an(n+1)+1−k−bn(n+1)+1a
by cutting out the above considered loop in the computation. For this word we have the accepting computation
(q0,w
′) = (q0, an(n+1)+1−k−bn(n+1)+1a) *A
(p, an(n+1)+1−i−j−k−bn(n+1)+1aaj)
= (p, an(n+1)+1−i−j−k−bn(n+1)+1aj+) *A (qf , λ)
of A. Since the constructed word w′ is not a member of L we obtain a contradiction. 
Corollary 17. The families DLIN and LIN are incomparable with L(rr-NFA) and hence with L(rr-DFA).
4. Comparing modes
In this section, we consider left-, right-, and bi-revolving ﬁnite automata with an unbounded number of revolving moves
inmore detail. In particular, the different input operations are compared, and it turns out that nondeterminism is better than
determinism. The following separation results are derived from the previous section.
Theorem 18.
1. The family L(lr-DFA) is properly included in L(lr-NFA).
2. The family L(rr-NFA) is properly included in L(bi-NFA).
3. The family L(bi-DFA) is properly included in L(bi-NFA).
4. The family L(rr-DFA) is properly included in L(bi-DFA).
Proof. All inclusions are trivial. By Theorem 16 the language L = { anbn | n ≥ 0 } is not accepted by any rr-NFA and, thus,
not accepted by any rr-DFA. Conversely, by Example 4 it is accepted by some lr-DFA and, thus, by some bi-DFA and bi-NFA.
This proves 2 and 4.
The families L(bi-DFA) and L(lr-DFA) are incomparable with DLIN (Corollary 15), while L(lr-NFA) and, thus, L(bi-NFA)
contain DLIN (Theorem 12). Therefore, 1 and 3 follow. 
We continue to compare the power of the different input operations among themselves. The complete picture is shown
in Fig. 2.
The following theorem shows that a left-revolving ﬁnite automaton can simulate a right-revolving ﬁnite automaton
provided that the input is reversed. Later we will see that the converse relation is not true in general.
Theorem 19. Let L be accepted by a right-revolving ﬁnite automaton A. Then the reversal LR of L can be accepted by some
left-revolving ﬁnite automaton B, where LR = {wR | w ∈ L }. If A is deterministic so is B.
Fig. 2. Inclusion structure. All shown inclusions are strict and families that are not linked by a path are pairwise incomparable. CSL denotes the family of
context-sensitive and REG that of regular languages. If X is some class of revolving automata, then LR(X) = { LR | L ∈ L(X) }.
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Proof. LetA = (Q ,, δ,, q0, F)be aλ-free nondeterministic right-revolving ﬁnite automaton accepting the language L.We
construct a left-revolving ﬁnite automaton B = (Q ′,, δ′,′, q′′0, F ′) accepting LR as follows: Q ′ = Q ∪ { q′ | q ∈ Q } ∪ {q′′0},
the unions being disjoint, and δ′ and ′ are speciﬁed as follows:
1. For all a ∈ , let q0 ∈ ′(q′′0, a).
2. For all q ∈ Q , a ∈ , let p′ ∈ δ′(q, a), if p ∈ δ(q, a).
3. For all q ∈ Q , a ∈ , let q ∈ ′(q′, a).
4. For all q ∈ Q , a ∈ , let ′(q, a) = (q, a).
Finally, let F ′ = F ∪ { q′ | q ∈ F } if λ /∈ L and F ′ = F ∪ { q′ | q ∈ F } ∪ {q′′0} if λ ∈ L. This completes the description of the
left-revolving ﬁnite automaton B. It remains to prove the correctness of the simulation.
Note that q
′′
0 cannot be reached in a positive number of moves. Therefore, due to the construction of F
′ the empty word is
accepted by B if and only if it is accepted by A. For words of length at least one we argue as follows: Let a, b ∈  andw ∈ *.
On input v = (aw)R the simulation starts with
(q
′′
0, v) = (q
′′
0, (aw)
R) = (q′′0,wRa) B (q0, awR)
using the transitions from 1. Then in order to simulate an ordinary transition move of the form (q, abw) A (p, bw) automa-
ton B uses transitions from 2 and 3 leading to
(q, a(bw)R) = (q, awRb) B (p′,wRb) B (p, bwR).
Observe, that a transition (q, a) A (p, λ) is simulated by (q, a) B (p′, λ). Here transitions from 2 lead either to a blocking
or accepting computation. Finally, the right-revolving move (q, abw) A (p, bwa) is mimicked with
(q, a(bw)R) = (q, awRb) B (p, bawR) = (p, b(wa)R)
using transitions from4. This shows that everyword accepted byA is accepted in its reversed formbyB. Conversely, analogous
statements are applicable. The proof is quite similar. Thus, the left-revolving automaton B accepts the reversed language LR.
It is deterministic if A is deterministic. 
It is worth mentioning that the proof of the previous theorem can be generalized to bi-DFA’s, by simply observing that
a left-revolving move of the original automaton can be simulated by a right-revolving move on the reversed input. The
straightforward details are left to the reader. Thus, we have shown the following result.
Theorem 20. Let L be accepted by a bi-revolving ﬁnite automaton A. Then the reversal LR of L can be accepted by some bi-revolving
ﬁnite automaton B, where LR is deﬁned to be {wR | w ∈ L }. If A is deterministic so is B.
Now we have two new language families LR(rr-NFA) and LR(rr-DFA)—by Theorem 20 the family LR(bi-DFA) is equal to
L(bi-DFA), and the same holds for the language families deﬁned by the corresponding nondeterministic devices. So far, the
following comparison results are derived from results already shown for the other families.
Theorem 21.
1. The family LR(rr-NFA) is incomparable with the families DLIN, LIN, DCFL, and CFL.
2. The family LR(rr-DFA) is incomparable with DLIN, LIN, DCFL, and CFL.
3. The family LR(rr-NFA) is properly included in L(lr-NFA).
4. The family LR(rr-DFA) is properly included in L(lr-DFA).
Proof. By Theorem 16 the language L = { anbn | n ≥ 0 } is not accepted by any rr-NFA and, thus, not accepted by any rr-DFA.
Since L is deterministic linear context-free and its reversal is (up to renaming of symbols) again L, we obtain that LR is not
accepted by any rr-NFA. On the other hand, the accepted non-context-free language of Example 2 equals its reversal. This
proves 1 and 2.
The inclusions of 3 and 4 have been shown by Theorem 19. Since the lr-DFA-language L = { anbn | n ≥ 0 } as well as its
reversal are not accepted by any rr-NFA, the inclusions are proper. 
In the remainder of this section we compare the computational powers of right- and left-revolving automata in more
detail.
Theorem 22. There is a language L accepted by some rr-DFA which is not accepted by any lr-NFA.
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Proof. We use L = { a2nbv | n ≥ 0, v ∈ {a, b}*, n + |v|a = 1 + |v|b} as witness language. Contrarily, assume that L is ac-
cepted by some λ-free lr-NFA A = (Q ,, δ,, q0, F) with n states. We consider the word w = a2nb4na3n which belongs to
L. Due to the choice of n, there is an accepting computation such that some state q appears at least twice while A reads a’s
only, say
(q0,w) * (q, a2n−i+jb4na3n−j) + (q, a2n−i+j−+mb4na3n−j−m) * (qf , λ),
where q ∈ Q , qf ∈ F , and A consumes i symbols and performs j revolving steps until the ﬁrst q appears, and it consumes
further  symbols and performs further m revolving steps until the second q appears. Furthermore, 0 ≤ i, j, ,m ≤ n and
 + m > 0. We conclude that there is an accepting computation
(q0, a
2n−+mb4na3n−m) * (q, a2n−+m−i+jb4na3n−m−j) * (qf , λ),
which implies a2n−+mb4na3n−m ∈ L. Therefore, m −  is even and, thus,  + m ≥ 2 since  + m > 0. On the other hand,
since n + m−
2
+ 3n − m = 4n − +m
2
/= 4n, we have a2n−+mb4na3n−m /∈ L, a contradiction.
It remains to be shown that L is accepted by some rr-DFA A′. Basically, A′ scans the leading a’s, whereby every
second symbol a is revolved until the ﬁrst b appears. Subsequently, A′ behaves as a known acceptor for the language
{w ∈ {a, b}* | |w|a = |w|b }. 
Theorem 22 together with results given above immediately implies the following comparison results.
Corollary 23.
1. The family L(lr-NFA) is incomparable with L(rr-NFA).
2. The family L(lr-NFA) is incomparable with L(rr-DFA).
3. The family L(lr-NFA) is incomparable with L(bi-DFA).
4. The family L(lr-DFA) is incomparable with L(rr-DFA).
5. The family L(lr-DFA) is incomparable with L(rr-NFA).
6. The family L(lr-NFA) is properly included in L(bi-NFA).
7. The family L(lr-DFA) is properly included in L(bi-DFA).
For the sake of completeness we now present the remaining separation result. It is a consequence of the different closure
properties shown in the next section.
Theorem 24. The family L(rr-DFA) (LR(rr-DFA)) is properly included in the family L(rr-NFA) (LR(rr-NFA)).
Proof. Clearly, the family L(rr-NFA) is closed under union. In Lemma 31 it is shown that the deterministic family L(rr-DFA)
is not closed under union. 
Now we turn to the remaining incomparability results. The following theorem provides an important witness language.
Theorem 25. Let L = {w ∈ {a, b}* | |w|a = |w|b }. The complement L¯ of L is not accepted by any bi-DFA.
Proof. In contrast to the assertion, assume that a deterministic bi-revolving ﬁnite automaton A accepts language L¯. First
consider an accepting computation on input an, for n large enough. In order to accept the input, A has to read every symbol.
So, it must not run into loops consisting of revolving transitions only. This implies that after an initial part with some i ≥ 0
ordinary transitions and jl ≥ 0 left-revolving and jr ≥ 0 right-revolving transitions, the computation becomes cyclic, where
some k ≥ 1 ordinary transitions, l ≥ 0 left-revolving and r ≥ 0 right-revolving transitions appear in a single cycle. We
distinguish the four cases (1) jl ≥ jr , l ≥ r , (2) jl ≥ jr , r > l , (3) jr > jl , l ≥ r , and (4) jr > jl , r > l .
We set j = |jl − jr | and  = |l − r |, and we set n = i + j + c(k + ), where c is some constant which is large enough.
For case (1) we consider the word w = ai+c·kbn−kaj+c·. The deterministic bi-revolving ﬁnite automaton A behaves on a
sufﬁciently long preﬁx ofw in the sameway as described above for the input an, that is, for some state p there is an accepting
computation
(q0, a
i+c·kbn−kaj+c·) * (p, aj+c·kbn−kac·) + (p, aj+(c−1)·k+bn−ka(c−1)·) + (qf , λ)
for some accepting state qf . Due to the deterministic behavior, the computation on input a
i+(c−1)·k+bn−kaj+(c−1)· is
(q0, a
i+(c−1)·k+bn−kaj+(c−1)·) * (p, aj+(c−1)·k+bn−ka(c−1)·) + (qf , λ),
which is a contradiction, since ai+(c−1)·k+bn−kaj+(c−1)· does not belong to L¯.
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Similarly, for case (2) we obtain a contradiction with the inputs ai+c·kbn−kaj+c· and ai+(c−1)·k−bn−kaj+(c+1)·, for case
(3) with the inputs ai+j+c·kbn−kac· and ai+j+(c−1)·k+bn−ka(c−1)·, and ﬁnally for case (4) with the inputs ai+j+c·kbn−kac·
and ai+j+(c−1)·k−bn−ka(c+1)·. 
Lemma 26. Let L = {w ∈ {a, b}* | |w|a = |w|b }. The complement L¯ of L is accepted by some rr-NFA.
Proof. An rr-NFA accepts L¯ as follows. Basically, it alternately reads an a and a b in order to match the number of a’s against
the number of b’s. For this part, it behaves as shown in Example 2. If the rr-NFA detects that the numbers are equal, then it
rejects. In addition, it guesses before any alternating read, whether there are only a’s or only b’s left on the tape. In this case,
it simply reads the remaining input whereby the guess is veriﬁed. So, it can reject for wrong guesses and accept for correct
guesses. 
Now we are prepared to collect the remaining incomparability results.
Theorem 27. The family LR(rr-NFA) is incomparable with both families L(lr-DFA) and L(bi-DFA). The family L(rr-NFA) is
incomparable with L(bi-DFA).
Proof. By Theorem 16, the language L = { anbn | n ≥ 0 } is not accepted by any rr-NFA. Trivially, nor does it belong to
LR(rr-NFA), either. By Example 4, L is accepted by some lr-DFA.
Conversely, Lemma26 gives a language that is equal to its reversal and is accepted by some rr-NFA. Furthermore, according
to Theorem 25 the language is not accepted by any bi-DFA. 
Theorem 28. The family LR(rr-NFA) is incomparable with L(rr-NFA). The family LR(rr-DFA) is incomparable with L(rr-DFA).
Proof. For both assertions, either both language families are equal or incomparable. If they are equal, then L(rr-NFA) or
L(rr-DFA) are included in L(lr-NFA). This is a contradiction to the incomparability with L(lr-NFA) (Corollary 23). 
Theorem 29. The family LR(rr-DFA) is incomparable with L(rr-NFA).
Proof. By Theorem28 there is a language inL(rr-NFA) \ LR(rr-DFA). Therefore,L(rr-NFA) cannot be included inLR(rr-DFA).
On the other hand, if L(rr-NFA) ⊃ LR(rr-DFA) we obtain LR(rr-NFA) ⊃ L(rr-DFA) and, thus, L(lr-NFA) ⊃ L(rr-DFA) what
contradicts Corollary 23. 
Theorem 30. The family LR(rr-NFA) is incomparable with L(rr-DFA).
Proof. IfLR(rr-NFA) ⊆ L(rr-DFA), thenLR(rr-NFA) ⊆ L(rr-NFA)what contradicts Theorem 28. IfLR(rr-NFA) ⊇ L(rr-DFA),
then we derive the inclusion L(lr-NFA) ⊇ L(rr-DFA) what contradicts Corollary 23. 
5. Closure properties
We next discuss the closure properties of deterministic revolving ﬁnite automata languages. In particular, we consider
Boolean operations (complementation, union, intersection), AFL operations (union, concatenation, Kleene star, homomor-
phism, inverse homomorphism, intersection with regular languages) and reversal. The results are summarized in Table 1.
5.1. Boolean operations
At ﬁrst sight, the deterministic familiesmight be closed under complementation by interchanging accepting and rejecting
states. But to apply this construction, the automata have to be forced to read the entire input. But avoiding inﬁnite loops is
not possible for deterministic left- and right-revolving ﬁnite automata.
Table 1
Closure properties of families of deterministic revolving automata languages; entry + means the the language family is closed under the operation under
consideration, − means that it is not closed, and ? means that the answer is not known.
L(·) Operation
∪ ∩ ∼ ∩reg R · * h−1 hλ
lr-DFA − − − ? − − − − −
rr-DFA − − − − − − − − −
bi-DFA − − − ? + − − − −
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Lemma 31. The families L(lr-DFA), L(rr-DFA), and L(bi-DFA) are neither closed under complementation nor under union.
Proof. By Theorem 25 the language L¯, where L = {w ∈ {a, b}* | |w|a = |w|b }, is not accepted by any bi-DFA. So, it is not
accepted by any lr-DFA or rr-DFA. But L is accepted by some lr-DFA and rr-DFA (Example 2), and hence by some bi-DFA.
Therefore, all families under consideration are not closed under complementation.
Almost the same reasoning can be used to show that the language {w ∈ {a, b}* | |w|a = |w|b } ∪ { an | n ≥ 1 } is not
accepted by any bi-DFA, and hence not accepted by any rr-DFA and lr-DFA. Hence, all these families are not closed under
union either. 
Lemma 32.
1. The family L(rr-DFA) is not closed under intersection with regular languages.
2. The families L(lr-DFA) and L(bi-DFA) are not closed under intersection.
Proof. 1. By Example 2, language {w ∈ {a, b}* | |w|a = |w|b } belongs to the family L(rr-DFA). But its intersection with the
regular language a+b+ is { anbn | n ≥ 1 }, which is not accepted by any rr-NFA.
2. We consider the witness languages L1 = { bmamba+b+ | m ≥ 1 } and L2 = { b+a+banbn | n ≥ 1 } which both ob-
viously belong to L(lr-DFA) and thus also to L(bi-DFA). On the other hand, by Theorem 10 the intersection L1 ∩ L2 ={ bmambanbn | m, n ≥ 1 } is not accepted by any nondeterministic bi-revolving ﬁnite automaton. 
5.1.1. Concatenation
Lemma 33. The families L(lr-DFA) and L(bi-DFA) are neither closed under concatenation nor under Kleene star.
Proof. Consider the context-free languages L1 = { bmamb | m ≥ 1 } and L2 = { anbn | n ≥ 1 }. Both languages obviously
belong to L(lr-DFA), but their concatenation is L1 · L2 = { bmambanbn | m, n ≥ 1 }, which by Theorem 10, does not even
belong to L(bi-NFA).
In order to show the non-closure under Kleene star, we use thewitness language L = { bnanb | n ≥ 1 }which is amember
of L(lr-DFA). The proof that language L* does not belong to L(bi-DFA) is a straightforward adaptation of the proof of
Theorem 10. 
Lemma 34. The family L(rr-DFA) is neither closed under concatenation nor under Kleene star.
Proof. We consider the language L = L1 · L2, where L1 = {w | w ∈ {a, b}*, |w|a = |w|b } and L2 = { cw | w ∈ {a, b}*, |w|a= |w|b }.Obviouslyboth languagesareacceptedbyanrr-DFA.AssumethatL is acceptedbysomerr-DFAA = (Q ,, δ,, q0, F).
Let |Q | = n, and consider an accepting computation of A on input w = an(n+1)bn(n+1)can(n+1)bn(n+1).
First we consider the number of ordinary steps while reading a sequence of symbols a (between possibly consecutive
right-revolving steps). If there is a state which is repeated at least twice while these ordinary steps are performed, then we
may cut out a non-empty loop of ordinary steps, leading to a valid computation. But since after the cutting the number of
a’s is not equal to the number of b’s on the input the automaton accepts a word not in L.
Thus we may assume that the automaton A does not loop with ordinary steps while reading the ﬁrst sequence of a’s.
Therefore, there are at least n + 1 positions where a right-revolving step is performed on input symbol a. Due to the
pigeonhole principlewe ﬁnd a state, say p, which appears at least twice. Assume that the ﬁrst appearance of state p is reached
by i ordinary reading steps and j right-revolving steps (in arbitrary order), with 0 ≤ j < n + 1. For some qf ∈ F , we have
(q0, a
n(n+1)bn(n+1)can(n+1)bn(n+1)) *
(p, an(n+1)−i−jbn(n+1)can(n+1)bn(n+1)aj) * (qf , λ).
Then from the latter conﬁguration, state p is reached a second time by k ordinary reading steps and  right-revolving steps
(in arbitrary order) with 1 ≤  ≤ (n + 1) − j. Thus, we have
(p, an(n+1)−i−jbn(n+1)can(n+1)bn(n+1)aj) *
(p, an(n+1)−i−j−k−bn(n+1)can(n+1)bn(n+1)aj+) * (qf , λ).
Observe that, j +  ≤ n + 1and i + j + k +  ≤ n(n + 1).Now,considerawordw′ = an(n+1)−k−bn(n+1)can(n+1)bn(n+1)a
not in L, for which we can obtain an accepting computation
(q0, a
n(n+1)−k−bn(n+1)can(n+1)bn(n+1)a) *
(p, an(n+1)−k−−i−jbn(n+1)can(n+1)bn(n+1)a+j) * (qf , λ).
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Since the word w′ is not in L we obtain a contradiction. Thus no right-revolving automaton can accept the concatenation
L = L1 · L2 which proves the non-closure under concatenation.
In fact, also the non-closure under Kleene star follows by the same argumentation. The language L* is not accepted by
any rr-DFA either. 
5.1.2. Homomorphisms
Lemma 35. The families L(lr-DFA), L(rr-DFA) and L(bi-DFA) are not closed under λ-free homomorphisms.
Proof. It is easy to see that L = L1 ∪ L2 with L1 = {w ∈ {a, b}* | |w|a = |w|b } and L2 = { cn | n ≥ 1 } belongs to both
L(lr-DFA) and L(rr-DFA), and hence also to L(bi-DFA). By inspecting the ﬁrst letter of the input, the automaton decides
either to behave as an acceptor for L1 or L2. Deﬁne the homomorphism h : {a, b, c}* → {a, b}* by h(a) = a, h(b) = b, and
h(c) = a. But then h(L) is the language used in the proof of Lemma 31 to show non-closure under union for the families in
question. Thus, the non-closure under λ-free homomorphisms follows. 
Lemma 36. The families L(lr-DFA), L(rr-DFA), and L(bi-DFA) are not closed under inverse homomorphisms.
Proof. The idea of the proof is to consider a languagewhich is not accepted but becomes acceptable if symbols are preceded
by a marker symbol. Then an inverse homomorphism can be applied to delete the marker symbols. In particular, consider
the language L = { anbn | n ≥ 1 } /∈ L(rr-DFA). The language L# = { (#a)nbn | n ≥ 1 } is accepted by an rr-DFA A as follows.
On input (#a)nbn automaton A revolves the ﬁrst # to the back. Then it alternating revolves an a to the back and reads a # until
the ﬁrst b appears in the input. Now it moves the b’s to the back until it ﬁnds the #. If the # follows the b’s and is the sole
remaining symbol #, the input can be accepted if the number of a’s equals the number of b’s, which can be veriﬁed by an
rr-DFA. Let h(a) = #a, h(b) = b be a homomorphism. Then h−1(L#) = L. Therefore, L(rr-DFA) is not closed under inverse
homomorphisms.
Similarly, we consider the languages L′ = { bmambanbn | m, n ≥ 1 } /∈ L(bi-DFA) and, L′# = { (b#)m(a#)mb#(a#)n(b#)n |
m, n ≥ 1 }, and the homomorphism h(a) = a#, h(b) = b#. It remains to be shown that L′# is accepted by some lr-DFA A′. On
input (b#)m(a#)mb#(a#)n(b#)n, automaton A′ starts to revolve symbols from the back, where each # is deleted (by a reading
transition). In this way, the last b# block, its preceding a# block and the single b# in between the two parts of the input
are processed. Now, the remaining input is banbn(b#)m(a#)m. Next, A′ continues to revolve symbols from the back (without
deleting further #’s) until the ﬁrst unmarked b appears. In thisway it can verify that there is another a# block preceded by a b#
block. Finally, A′ veriﬁes that the number of a’s matches the number of b’s and that the number of a#’s matches the number
of b#’s separately. In order to detect wrong inputs, for example, of the form (b#)m
′
(a#)m
′
ban
′
bn
′
(b#)m(a#)mb#(a#)n(b#)n,
automaton A′ matches the occurrences of symbols such that one pair remains in the input. At the end of the computation it
reads the remaining pairs from left to right and accepts only if there is one pair of each type. 
Lemma 37. The families L(lr-DFA) and L(rr-DFA) are not closed under reversal.
Proof. By Theorem 28 the families LR(rr-DFA) and L(rr-DFA) are incomparable. So, L(rr-DFA) is not closed under reversal.
By Theorem 22, the language { a2nbv | n ≥ 0, v ∈ {a, b}*, n + |v|a = 1 + |v|b} does not belong toL(lr-NFA). On the other
hand, its reversal is accepted by some lr-DFA A as follows. Automaton A starts to revolve a’s from the back whereby every
second a symbol is deleted (by a read transition). When the ﬁrst b appears, A behaves as a known acceptor for the language
{w ∈ {a, b}* | |w|a = |w|b }. So, L(lr-DFA) is not closed under reversal. 
Finally the closure under reversal of the family L(bi-DFA) follows immediately from Theorem 20.
Lemma 38. The family L(bi-DFA) is closed under reversal.
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